Bilayer graphene (two coupled graphitic monolayers arranged according to Bernal stacking) is a twodimensional gapless semiconductor with a peculiar electronic spectrum different from the Dirac spectrum in the monolayer material. In particular, the electronic Fermi line in each of its valleys has a strong p ! ÿp asymmetry due to trigonal warping, which suppresses the weak localization effect. We show that weak localization in bilayer graphene may be present only in devices with pronounced intervalley scattering, and we evaluate the corresponding magnetoresistance.
Weak localization (WL), which universally occurs in a broad range of disordered conductors [1, 2] , is caused by the constructive interference of electron waves circling the same closed path in opposite directions. It is sensitive to the presence of an external magnetic field as manifested in a negative magnetoresistance (MR) at low temperatures.
Usually qualitative features of WL do not depend on the detail of the electronic band structure and crystalline symmetry, with the exception of spin-orbit coupling [2, 3] . In gapful multivalley semiconductors only the size of the WL effect may depend on the number of valleys and the strength of intervalley scattering [4 -6] . The low-field MR, B B ÿ 0, in a two-dimensional electron gas or a thin metallic film [1, 2, 4, 7] in the absence of spinorbit coupling, is characterized by Here Fz lnz 1 2 1 z , z is the digamma function, ' is the coherence time, D is the diffusion coefficient, and the integer factor s depends on whether or not states in n v valleys are mixed by disorder. This factor is controlled by the ratio i = ' between the intervalley scattering time i and the coherence time ' . In materials such as Mg, ZnO, Si, Ge (listed in Table I ), where each of the Fermi surface pockets is p ! ÿp symmetric, intervalley scattering reduces the size of the WL MR from that described by s 1 2n v when i = ' 1 to s 0 2 for 1. A more interesting scenario develops in a multivalley semimetal, where the localization properties can be influenced by the absence of p ! ÿp symmetry of the electronic dispersion within a single valley. Graphene [10 -12] in a graphene-based transistor [13] [14] [15] represents an example of such a system. In this Letter, we demonstrate how the asymmetry in the shape of the Fermi surface in each of its two valleys determines the observable WL behavior. In contrast with conventional materials (see Table I ), WL MR in bilayer graphene is increased by the intervalley scattering, from s 1 0 at ! 1 to s 0 2 at 1.
Bilayer graphene consists of two coupled graphitic monolayers arranged according to Bernal stacking; see [12] for details of the lattice configuration. Its unit cell contains sites A, B andÃ,B. Sites A, B andÃ,B belong to the honeycomb lattice in the bottom and top layers, respectively, with sites B being exactly belowÃ. The hexagonal Brillouin zone of the bilayer has two inequivalent corners K and K ÿ [16] . The four branches of its electronic spectrum [17] form one pair split by about 1 (the interlayer coupling) and two low-energy branches (formed by states based upon sublattices A andB) which are degenerate at K and K ÿ . The low-energy branch can be described [12] using a Hamiltonian,
which acts in the space of four-component wave functions K ;A ; K ;B ; K ÿ ;B ; K ÿ ;A . Here, ; is an electron amplitude on the sublattice A,B in the valley K , K ÿ , x;y;z and x;y;z are Pauli matrices acting in sublattice and valley space, respectively [16] . In slightly doped graphene, two disconnected Fermi lines surround the corners of the Brillouin zone.
The first term in Eq. (1) is the leading contribution in the nearest neighbor approximation of the bilayer tight binding model [12] . It includes intralayer hopping A ! B and Ã !B (that leads to the dispersion pv near K in a monolayer) and interlayerÃ ! B hopping, and it yields a parabolic spectrum p 2 =2m with m 1 =2v 2 . It has been noticed [12] that quasiparticles described by this term are chiral [18] : their plane wave states are eigenstates of an operator n 2 with n 2 ÿ1 for electrons in the conduction band, and n 2 1 for the valence band, where n 2 p cos2'; sin2' for p p cos'; p sin'. For an electron in the conduction band, the plane wave state is
where j"i K ;p 1; 0; 0; 0, j#i K ;p 0; 1; 0; 0 and j"i K ÿ ;p 0; 0; 1; 0, j"i K ÿ ;p 0; 0; 0; 1, and the factors e i' take into account the chirality. The termĥ w in Eq. (1) originates from a weak direct A !B interlayer coupling. This one gives rise to p ! ÿp asymmetry in the dispersion of electrons. It also leads to a Lifshitz transition in the shape of the Fermi line of the 2D electrons which takes place when F L
(using v 3 =v 0:1, Ref. [12] ). As long as n e < n L , the Fermi line in each valley is split into four pockets [12] . For n e > n L ,ĥ w can be treated as a perturbation leading to a trigonal deformation of a single-connected Fermi line and asymmetry of the electron dispersion inside each valley illustrated in Fig. 1 :
Existing graphene structures are strongly affected by charges trapped in the underlying substrate or on its surface. Such disorder (as well as the inhomogeneity of the electron density) obscures the intricate details of the electronic Fermi surface at the lowest energies, L . However, the interplay between the two terms inĤ 2L resulting in intravalley asymmetry of the electronic dispersion manifests itself in the WL behavior.
The WL correction to conductivity in disordered conductors is a result of the interference of electrons propagating around closed loops in opposite directions [1] . Such interference is constructive in materials without spin-orbit coupling, since electrons acquire exactly the same phase when traveling along two time-reversed paths. It is usually described [1] in terms of the particle-particle correlation function, Cooperon. To evaluate WL in bilayer graphene, we use a Cooperon matrix C 
and the terms corresponding to C M x;y disappear after averaging over the direction of momentum, he 2i' i ' 0.
With regards to the valley composition of relevant Cooperon modes, the symmetry of the electronic dispersion within each valley plays a pivotal role. For a conventional metal [8] or semiconductor [4 -6,9] , two phases # u and # v acquired by an electron while propagating in a clockwise and anticlockwise direction along the same loop are exactly equal, so that the interference enhances backscattering and leads to WL [1] . Any closed trajectory is a combination of ballistic intervals characterized by momenta p j (for two directions) and time of flight t j . The asymmetry of the electron dispersion in bilayer graphene, due toĥ w , generates a phase difference # u ÿ # v P j , where j p j ÿ ÿp j t j 2ĥ w p j t j . Since j are random uncorrelated, the mean square of accumulated over the time interval t P j t j can be estimated as h 2 i ht jĥw p j 2 it=, where is the transport time and l v F is the mean free path [18] . This determines the relaxation rate,
which suppresses the intravalley Cooperons C x z , C y z . We 
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176806-2 estimate that for the recently studied bilayers [11] with n e 2:5 10 12 cm ÿ2 , w , and l 0:1 m. A similar situation occurs in bilayer structures studied by Gorbachev et al. [21] The above qualitative analysis indicates that strong trigonal warping should be associated with the suppression of WL in bilayer graphene when electrons do not change their valley state upon scattering. To give a quantitative description of this prediction we used the diagrammatic technique and related the WL correction to conductivity to the surviving Cooperon modes [7] ,
where Cr; r are the Cooperon propagators taken at coinciding coordinates. For completeness, in Eq. (6) A general form of time-reversal-symmetric [19] disorder in bilayer graphene can be represented following the method used in the monolayer graphene studies [22 -24] . That is, we determine irreducible representations of the symmetry group of the bilayer crystal formed by 4 4 matrices acting in the basis of states j"i K ;p , j#i K ;p , j#i K ÿ ;p , j"i K ÿ ;p and, then, use them to construct the general t ! ÿt symmetric disorderûr: 
Here [7] . Disorder u zz generates a random difference between energies on the A andB sites (bottom and top layers). The two terms containing u xz and u yz originate from fluctuations in hopping and they scatter electrons within each valley, whereas the other terms inû take into account intervalley scattering. For simplicity, we assume that different types of disorder are uncorrelated, hu sl ru s 0 l 0 r 0 i u 2 sl ss 0 ll 0 r ÿ r 0 , and, on average, isotropic in the x ÿ y plane: u 
where we included an external magnetic field, B rotA iñ P ir 2e c@ A, and inelastic decoherence,
ÿ1
' T. Equations (3) and (5) yield the zero field WL correction to the resistivity and the WL MR,
where B ';i @c=4De ';i . Equation (6) gives a complete description of the crossover between two extreme regimes mentioned at the beginning [7] . It also includes small contributions of the suppressed intravalley Cooperons, 0 2e 2 =h ln ' = ' and B ÿ2e 2 =hFB=B ' B , where
and B @c=4De . This permits us to account for a possible difference between the warping time w and the transport time . According to Eq. (6) WL MR in bilayer graphene sheet disappears as soon as i exceeds ' , whereas in structures with ' > i , the result Eq. (6) predicts the WL behavior, as observed in [21] . Such WL MR is saturated at a magnetic field determined by the intervalley scattering time, instead of the transport time as in usual conductors, which provides the possibility to measure i directly.
Also, it is interesting to consider a small device of bilayer graphene with both sizes, length L and width L ? , less than the electron coherence length 176806-3 [25] would be described by the usual results established for the orthogonal symmetry class in disordered systems [25] , where UCFs and the WL parts are of the same order,
h . In contrast, in a short and wide strip with L ? > L and no intervalley scattering (either off defects in graphene or contacts), WL in most of the cross section is suppressed by warping, whereas the UCFs (which are immune to such symmetry breaking) are not. Therefore, in a strip G WL
h , which not only reflects a larger variance of UCFs in broad samples (L ? L), but also the fact that in a valleydegenerate system two valleys give coherent contributions towards the observable conductance fluctuations.
In conclusion, we have shown that p ! ÿp asymmetry of the electron dispersion in each valley of bilayer graphene leads to unusual (for conventional disordered conductors) behavior of interference effects in electronic transport. Without intervalley scattering, trigonal warping of the electron dispersion near the center of each valley leads to a suppression of weak localization while intervalley scattering restores it. This behavior is expected in experimentally available bilayer graphene structures [11, 21] , for which w . In contrast, the universal conductance fluctuations are not reduced by trigonal warping and may be even stronger in a system without intervalley scattering than in systems with short i : a completely opposite behavior to the WL effect. Such behavior of bilayer graphene is similar to that of monolayer graphene [22] , despite the fact that electrons in these two materials have different chiralities and can be attributed different Berry phases: in monolayers [14, 22] versus 2 in bilayers [26] . More generally, a suppressed weak localization magnetoresistance and its sensitivity to intervalley scattering are specific to all graphitic films independently of their morphology due to lower (trigonal) symmetry of the wave vector K in the corner of the hexagonal Brillouin zone of a honeycomb lattice crystal. Such a feature of the band structure does not affect the Josephson proximity effect in superconductor-graphene devices. This is because the propagation of a spin-singlet Cooper pair in graphene is related to the valley-symmetric Cooperon C z z , whereas Fermi statistics forbid the appearance of the other longliving mode C 0 z in the superconducting order parameter. Authors thank V. Cheianov, A. Savchenko, and A. Geim for helpful discussions and the authors of [21] for experimental details.
